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EQUIPMENT FOR FILLING BOTTLES

Vacuum fillers
These bottle fillers use an internal vacuum pump to suck air
from the bottle being filled so that air pressure pushes the
oil from a tank or drum into the bottle. They are very good
at filling bottles to the exact same height every time.
These fillers are very easy to use; simply push the bottle
under the spring loaded nozzle and it will be filled to the set
level.
Options are available for small bottles, narrow necks, jars,
and large containers to 5 litre.
The small single head bench-top enolmatic can fill around
400 of 250ml bottle per hour. The 4 head enolmaster can
fill well over 1,000 bottles per hour. With the four head
machine there is usually at least one full bottle ready to
remove (as a new empty is presented to the machine the
others are filling or full) making down stream capping and
labelling faster too.

Single head enolmatic

NOTE: being vacuum fillers they will only fill glass or rigid
plastic bottles. They will not fill, for example, 5 litre plastic
containers.
Enolmatic single head machine, guide price: £280 + VAT
Enolmaster 4 head machine, guide price: £1,600 + VAT

4 head enolmaster
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Filler for larger containers (including soft plastic jerrycan type)

This air operated filler is ideal for
fast filling of larger containers
including non-rigid plastic HDPE
containers. All parts in contact
with oil are food grade.
Speed of fill and quantity are both
variable
Can fill from 250ml to 5 litre in
one stroke.
The filler draws oil from a tank
(that can be below the unit) and
dispenses directly into the
container.
Guide price: £2,600 + VAT
Bag in box option : £3,700 + VAT
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